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ABSTRACT
A number of mitochondrial (mt) tRNAs have strong structural deviations from the classical tRNA cloverleaf secondary
structure and from the conventional L-shaped tertiary structure. As a consequence, there is a general trend to
consider all mitochondrial tRNAs as “bizarre” tRNAs. Here, a large sequence comparison of the 22 tRNA genes within
31 fully sequenced mammalian mt genomes has been performed to define the structural characteristics of this
specific group of tRNAs. Vertical alignments define the degree of conservation/variability of primary sequences and
secondary structures and search for potential tertiary interactions within each of the 22 families. Further horizontal
alignments ascertain that, with the exception of serine-specific tRNAs, mammalian mt tRNAs do fold into cloverleaf
structures with mostly classical features. However, deviations exist and concern large variations in size of the D- and
T-loops. The predominant absence of the conserved nucleotides G18G19 and T54T55C56, respectively in these loops,
suggests that classical tertiary interactions between both domains do not take place. Classification of the tRNA
sequences according to their genomic origin (G-rich or G-poor DNA strand) highlight specific features such as
richness/poorness in mismatches or G-T pairs in stems and extremely low G-content or C-content in the D- and
T-loops. The resulting 22 “typical” mammalian mitochondrial sequences built up a phylogenetic basis for experimen-
tal structural and functional investigations. Moreover, they are expected to help in the evaluation of the possible
impacts of those point mutations detected in human mitochondrial tRNA genes and correlated with pathologies.
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INTRODUCTION
Transfer RNAs (tRNAs) are key molecules in protein
biosynthesis in all living organisms+ Whereas in pro-
karyotes a single set of tRNAs is present in the cytosol,
additional sets are present in and specific to the organ-
elles in eukaryotes+ To fulfill their biological role, tRNAs
do have very specific structural properties that allow an
optimal positioning of signals for interaction with various
partners such as the cognate aminoacyl-tRNA synthe-
tases (the enzymes that charge the correct amino acid
to the 39 end of the specific tRNAs), translational initi-
ation or elongation factors, and the ribosomal machin-
ery+Achievement of the structural properties themselves
is linked to precise conserved or semiconserved
sequence information, and recognition by maturation
enzymes (e+g+, RNase P, nucleotidyl transferase, post-
transcriptional modification enzymes)+ Presently more
than 5,000 individual tRNA sequences are known
(Sprinzl et al+, 1998), from which a majority can be
folded into the “canonical” cloverleaf secondary struc-
ture, and further into a three-dimensional L-shaped form
based on long-range tertiary interactions (Fig+ 1A) (Söll
& RajBhandary, 1995)+ For these tRNAs, mainly pro-
karyotic and cytosolic from eukaryotes, the important
signals for interaction with partners have mostly been
decrypted (see, e+g+, Giegé et al+, 1998; Grosjean &
Benne, 1998)+
Organellar tRNAs, however, are by far less well known
and may deviate already at the structural level from the
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canonical tRNAs (reviewed in Dirheimer et al+, 1995)+
Moreover, knowledge about functional properties of
these tRNAs remains limited+ Since the discovery of
mitochondrial (mt) tRNAs from nematodes that are miss-
ing complete domains of the cloverleaf structure (either
the D-domain or the T-domain; see Fig+ 1 for nomen-
clature of the different tRNA domains) and have in-
stead short stretches of nucleotides referred to as
replacement loops, mitochondrial tRNAs are referred
to as “bizarre” tRNAs (Wolstenholme et al+, 1987, 1994;
Watanabe et al+, 1994b)+ The absence of the complete
D-arm was also reported for several mammalian mt
tRNASer(AGY) (Fig+ 1B; de Bruijn et al+, 1980; Sprinzl
et al+, 1998)+Apparently, more moderate deviations from
the canonical cloverleaf, including changes in the num-
ber of nucleotides at the connectors as well as short-
ening of the D- and/or T-stems and loops, and/or
elongated anticodon stems, have also been reported
(Steinberg & Cedergren, 1994; Steinberg et al+, 1994;
Fig+ 1C)+ Structure and function of some such mt tRNAs
have been investigated by sequence comparison, struc-
tural probing, UV melting, and NMR experiments, and
computer modeling has permitted investigators to pro-
pose three-dimensional structures (see, e+g+, de Bruijn
FIGURE 1. A: From secondary to tertiary structures of “classical” tRNAs+ Positions of nucleotides are numbered according
to conventional rules (Sprinzl et al+, 1998)+ Conserved elements in the cloverleaf are highlighted as well as their involvement
in folding of the L-shaped tertiary structure+ Nomenclature is as follows: Y: pyrimidine; R: purine; C: pseudouridine+ B: The
particular case of bovine mt tRNASer(UCN) (Watanabe et al+, 1994a; Hayashi et al+, 1998)+ Notice the absence of the complete
D-domain and its replacement by a connector+ Also, the length of the anticodon stem and the size of the T-loop are at
variance with classical tRNAs+ C: The particular case of bovine mt tRNASer(AGY) (Ueda et al+, 1983; Hayashi et al+, 1997b).
The main differences from the classical cloverleaf reside in the length of connector 1, an additional pair in the anticodon
stem, and the short size of the variable region+
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et al+, 1980; de Bruijn & Klug, 1983; Watanabe et al+,
1994a; Hayashi et al+, 1997b, 1998)+ Efforts to explain
other similar deviations from the cloverleaf structure
have focused on a computer-model-based structural
rational (Steinberg et al+, 1997)+ Whereas the above
discussed mt tRNAs, picked from various organisms,
indeed show significant deviations from the classical
cloverleaf structure, it remains to be analyzed whether
all mt tRNAs deviate as well, and if so, to evaluate the
degree of deviation+
Mammalian mt tRNAs form a family of molecules for
which poor structural and functional knowledge is avail-
able+ This is a considerable drawback, especially at a
time when a growing number of human diseases are
found to be correlated to point mutations in mt tRNA
genes (Wallace, 1992, 1999; Larsson & Clayton, 1995;
Schon et al+, 1997)+ Since the first description in 1990
(Goto et al+, 1990) of a correlation between the MELAS
syndrome and point mutation at position 3243 in the
tRNALeu(UUR) gene, more than 70 mutations have been
reported so far in 19 out of the 22 tRNA genes (Kogelnick
et al+, 1998, and updated web site Mitomap)+
Understanding the functional properties of mamma-
lian mt tRNAs requires an understanding of their un-
derlying structural basis+ Thus, we present here a
sequence alignment of the 22 tRNA genes in 31 fully
sequenced mammalian mt genomes+ This survey has
as a primary goal to decipher the differences and sim-
ilarities to canonical tRNAs+ Any conserved structural
features in the mt tRNAs that deviate from the canon-
ical tRNAs would be of particular interest, because they
constitute landmarks to distinguish these two types of
tRNAs from one another in structure+ We have there-
fore paid special attention to the degree of evolutionary
conservation of such deviations+ In a number of previ-
ously reported sequence alignments, comparisons of
mt tRNAs had been made in a “horizontal” way among
the different tRNAs inside one species, that is, among
tRNAs of different amino acid specificity and isoaccep-
tors (Kumazawa & Nishida, 1993; De Giorgi et al+, 1996;
Lynch, 1996)+ These sequence alignments in general
showed a very low degree of conservation+ Alterna-
tively, “vertical” alignments based on comparison of a
number of tRNAs of a same specificity but among dif-
ferent species allow us to assess specific features for a
given amino acid identity+ Such alignments have so far
suffered from the limited number of mt tRNA sequences
of species in a class of organisms (Cantatore et al+,
1982; Watanabe et al+, 1994a; De Giorgi et al+, 1996)+
With the plethora of mitochondrial genome sequences
that have recently been published (Boore, 1999), there
are now a great number of mammalian mt tRNA se-
quences available for systematic vertical alignment, rep-
resenting a wealth of structural information that has so
far gone unexploited+
By sequence alignments of 679 mammalian genomic
tRNA sequences, we here identify conserved structural
features as well as domains that are subject to frequent
mutation for each of the 22 tRNA specificities (it is re-
called that in mitochondria there is one tRNA species
for each amino acid, except for leucine and serine, for
which there are two isoacceptor tRNAs)+ The examined
secondary structure elements comprise lengths of loops,
stems, and connectors, conservation of Watson–Crick
and G-T base pairings, as well as a mismatch compi-
lation+ Tertiary interactions were also sought on the
basis of structural knowledge of classical tRNAs and
on that of bovine mt tRNASer(AGY) (Ueda et al+, 1983;
Hayashi et al+, 1997b), tRNASer(UCN) (Watanabe et al+,
1994a; Hayashi et al+, 1998), and tRNAPhe (Wakita et al+,
1994)+ Finally, conservation in primary sequences for
each tRNA specificity were related to functional knowl-
edge compiled on canonical tRNAs (Giegé et al+, 1993,
1998; Söll & RajBhandary, 1995)+
It is expected that the present results will be a useful
basis for structural and functional investigations of mam-
malian mt tRNAs+ The determination of crucial ele-
ments for interaction with molecular partners will be
facilitated at a time when more and more tRNA-
interacting proteins from animal mitochondria are be-
ing identified (Tiranti et al+, 1997) and cloned (Chihade
et al+, 1998; Takeuchi et al+, 1998; Bullard et al+, 1999,
2000)+ Moreover, this sequence compilation is expected
to serve as a basis for the understanding of the impact
of pathologic mutations in human mt tRNA genes (Schon
et al+, 1997) on the dysfunctioning of the corresponding
tRNAs+
RESULTS
All mammalian mitochondrial genomes possess 22
tRNA genes, one specific for each amino acid, but two
for leucine and serine, according to their codon-decoding
abilities+ These genes are transcribed either from the
heavy DNA strand or from the light DNA strand [the
heavy strand is G rich, the light strand is C rich (An-
derson et al+, 1981)]+ The distribution of tRNA genes on
the heavy and the light DNA strands, as well as their
polarity (i+e+, the order of appearance in the genome),
are similar in all mammalian mt genomes (Boore, 1999,
and references therein)+ Thus, transcription of the heavy
DNA chains leads to 14 “light” tRNAs and transcription
of the light DNA chains leads to 8 “heavy” tRNAs (with
a single exception in Didelphis virginiana)+ We present
here the compilation of the 22 tRNA species in 31 mam-
malian genomes (Table 1)+ Results obtained from man-
ual alignment of sequences are presented in Figure 2
in the form of “typical tRNAs” and of “consensus tRNAs+”
Whereas typical tRNAs highlight the most likely pri-
mary, secondary, and tertiary features in each family,
consensus tRNAs depict conserved and semiconserved
nucleotides+ The detailed distribution of nonclassical
G-T base pairs and mismatches is also indicated in
Figure 2, as well as the sizes of D- and T-loops+ tRNA
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families are classified according to their genomic origin
(heavy or light strand) and polarity, and are expressed
as DNA sequences+
In what follows, the outstanding characteristic fea-
tures of mammalian mt tRNAs are analyzed+ Because
mt tRNAs have often been referred to as bizarre mol-
ecules because of large differences in secondary struc-
tures when compared to classical tRNAs, an important
prerequisite to individual nucleotide comparison in the
present work was the search for secondary structure
alignments+ Thus, secondary features will be discussed
first+
Secondary structure features in
mammalian mitochondrial tRNAS
Global view
As seen in Figure 2, within the 22 analyzed tRNA fam-
ilies, 20 are constituted by tRNAs that do fold into clas-
sical cloverleaves, the 2 exceptions being the 2 tRNASer
families+ tRNASer(AGY) have the most deviating struc-
tures, as all are missing the D-arm+ In the case of
tRNASer(UCN), the four branches of the cloverleaf are
present, but there is only 1 nt at the level of the first
connector, and the anticodon stem is formed by 6 bp
instead of 5+ For both tRNASer families, these structural
features, which have been identified and studied pre-
viously (de Bruijn & Klug, 1983; Hayashi et al+, 1997a,
1997b, 1998), are conserved in the 31 animal species
analyzed+ All the 20 other tRNA families are composed
of molecules that can fold into cloverleaves with main
typical features (with the exception of one tRNACys and
two tRNALys)+ They share a 7-bp acceptor stem, con-
nector 1 formed of nt 8 and 9 (tRNA numbering), a
D-stem and loop, a second connector formed by a single
nucleotide, a 5-bp anticodon stem and a 7-membered
anticodon loop, a variable region, and a T-stem and
arm+ The sizes of these domains are conserved for all
families, with the noticeable exceptions of the D- and
T-loops (see below)+ While most strongly conserved
(either 4 or 5 nt) in 19 families, the variable region
presents some small deviations within both tRNALeu
families+ The conserved small size of the variable re-
gions in all the 20 tRNA families is in contrast to the
situation in classical tRNAs where the class II tRNAs
TABLE 1+ Mitochondrial genomes used in this study+ For references see Boore (1999)+
Taxonomy Species (Latin) Species (English) Accession Number
Eutheria
Primates Homo sapiens Human V00662
Gorilla gorilla Gorilla D38114
Pan paniscus Common Chimpanzee D38116
Pan troglodytes Bonobo Chimpanzee D38113
Pongo pygmaeus Orang Utan D38115
Hylobates lar Gibbon X99256
Papio hamadryas Baboon Y18001
Perissodactylae Equus caballus Horse X79547
Equus asinus Donkey X97337
Rhinoceros unicornis Indian Rhinocerus X97336
Ceratotherium simum White Rhinocerus Y07726
Cetartiodactylae Bos taurus Cow V00654
Ovis aries Sheep AF010406
Sus scrofa Pig AF034253
Balaenoptera musculus Blue Whale X72204
Balaenoptera physalus Fin Whale X61145
Hippopotamidae Hippopotamus amphibius Hippopotamus AJ010957
Rodentia Mus musculus Mouse V00711
Rattus norvegicus Rat X14848
Myoxus glis Fat Dormouse AJ001562
Lagomorpha Oryctolagus cuniculus Rabbit AJ001588
Carnivora Felis catus Domestic Cat U20753
Halichoerus grypus Gray Seal X72004
Phoca vitulina Harbour Seal X63726
Canis familiaris Dog U96639
Chiroptera Artibeus jamaicensis Jamaican fruit-eating bat AF061340
Insectivora Erinaceus europeus Hedgehog X88898
Edentata Dasypus novemcinctus Nine-banded Armadillo Y11832
Metatheria Didelphis virginiana North American Opossum Z29573
Macropus robustus Wallaroo Y10524
Monotremata Ornithorhyncus anatinus Duckbill Platypus X83427
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FIGURE 2. (Figure continues on next seven pages; legend is on page 1364.)
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FIGURE 2. (Continued.)
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FIGURE 2. (Continued.)
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FIGURE 2. (Continued.)
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FIGURE 2. (Continued.) Mammalian mt tRNAs as deduced from sequence comparison within 31 mammalian mitochondrial
genomes+ Sequence features of each tRNA family are summarized in two cloverleaves, on the left typical tRNAs, and on
the right consensus tRNAs+ tRNAs have been arranged according to their order of appearance in the DNA strands: “light”
tRNAs are those transcribed from the heavy DNA strand and have a low G content, whereas “heavy” tRNAs are those
transcribed from the light strand DNA and thus have a high G content (Anderson et al+, 1981)+ Amino acid specificities of
tRNAs are according to their anticodon sequence+ Numbering of nucleotides is according to Sprinzl et al+ (1998) and takes
into account gaps in D- and T-loops due to length variations+ In the left panel, nucleotides present at a given position in more
than 50% of the tRNAs are indicated, those present at lower levels are represented by an open circle or a line+ Nucleotides
fully conserved have a dark gray background, those present at more than 90% are on light gray background, and those
present at more than 50% but less than 90% are on a white background+ Conservation within the same family of either
purines or pyrimidines is indicated by the squared shape of the background, whereas nonconservation in such a family is
indicated by the circled shape of the background+ Secondary interactions are indicated by a straight line for classical
Watson–Crick base pairs, an elongated black dot for G-T base pairs, and a cross for mismatches+ These signs are indicated
whenever more than 50% of the cases are concerned+ For classical Watson–Crick pairs, dark gray backgrounds correspond
to a 100% conservation, white backgrounds to the presence of at least 1 mismatch, and light gray to the presence of at least
1 G-T pair+ Whenever G-T pairs or mismatches are present at 50% or more, they are indicated by their specific signs with
a dark gray background when present at 100%+ The number of G-T pairs and mismatches at a given base pair are indicated
in detail for each position by two numbers in an opened square, the number on the left referring to G-T pairs and the number
on the right referring to mismatches in these domains+ Dark arrowheads indicate positions where 1 additional nt is found in
some sequences, and open arrowheads indicate positions where 1 nt is missing+ The large variability in size of the D- and
T-loops did not allow us to easily define conserved nucleotides+ The average length of the loops is indicated within the loops,
and a detailed analysis of the variability of the loops is given below each loop+ (Figure continues on next page and legend
continues on page 1367.)
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FIGURE 2. (Continued.)
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FIGURE 2. (Continued.)
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(Giegé et al+, 1993) tRNALeu, tRNASer, and prokaryotic
tRNATyr, are known to have large variable loops (up to
23 nt)+
Size of the stems
Canonical tRNAs have D-stems varying in size from 3
to 4 bp+ Most of the mammalian tRNAs analyzed here
can be drawn with a 4-bp D-stem, with a strong con-
servation of size within a given tRNA family+ In five
families (Leu(UUR), Trp, Gly, Pro, and Gln), the base
pair located next to the loop (nt 13 and 22 according to
conventional tRNA numbering) is typically G-T and in
four other families (Ile, Thr, Tyr, and Asn), it is typically
a mismatch+ Although G-T pairs would actually be
formed at these positions and be stabilized by the neigh-
boring triple interaction T8-A14-A21 (see below), mis-
matches may likely lead to shortening of the D-stems
and enlargements of the loops+ This is especially likely
in tRNATyr, where the D-loops have sizes too small to
overcome stereochemical constraints to allow for a loop
to form+ Also, in some tRNA families where nt 13 and
FIGURE 2. (Continued.) Potential tertiary interactions are indicated by stippled lines, by analogy to classical tRNA inter-
actions as well as to those established for mitochondrial tRNAPhe (Wakita et al+, 1994)+ In the right panel, “consensus”
mammalian mt tRNAs are displayed+ Fully conserved nucleotides are indicated on dark gray squared backgrounds+ Con-
servation of purines is indicated as R and conservation of pyrimidines is indicated as Y+ Nonconserved nucleotides are
indicated by open dots+ Conservation of secondary interactions are as in the left panel+ Minimal and maximal lengths of D-
and T-loops are recalled+
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22 can base pair, however, pairing may not occur be-
cause the D-loop is formed only by a very small (three
or less) number of nucleotides (all tRNALys, most
tRNACys, three species of tRNAAsp and three species of
tRNATyr)+ Interestingly, mismatches formed by purine–
purine pairs between nucleotides 13 and 22 are typical
for class II canonical tRNAs (Giegé et al+, 1993) and
might thus be a leftover of the bacterial ancestor tRNA
in the case of mt tRNATyr+
T-stems are typically defined by 5 bp in canonical
tRNAs+ As seen in Figure 2, this situation is also found
in a number of mt tRNAs+ However, bp 61–53, next to
the T-loop, is in some instances formed by either a G-T
pair or corresponds to a mismatch+ This is typically the
case for the tRNACys family with a conserved mis-
match, but also in 14 tRNAPhe and tRNAThr sequences,
10 tRNATrp, 8 tRNAPro, 8 tRNAVal, 7 tRNAHis, 6
tRNASer(AGY), and 1–4 sequences of the Asp, Lys, Gly,
Arg, Tyr, and Asn families+ Here again, a smaller T-stem
formed only of 4 bp and an enlarged T-loop are likely to
occur+ Brulé et al+ (1998) have discussed the opening
of a terminal G53–U61 base pair in human mt tRNAPro,
in favor of a seven-membered classical T-loop that
shows an appropriate posttranscriptional modification
pattern+ An opening of the T-stem would be especially
favorable for those tRNAs with 1–3-nt-long T-loops (Phe,
Val, Thr, Pro, Arg)+
Typical mismatches present at strategic positions, that
is, at the end of stems, are noteworthy+ Thus, in a large
number of tRNAVal (18 out of 31) and tRNALeu(CUN) (22
out of 31), nt 49–65 (at the other end of the T-stem)
form a mismatch+ This likely does not interfere with the
length of the stem, but rather introduces an irregularity
in the stacking of the acceptor stem on the T-stem in
the three-dimensional folding of those tRNAs+ In some
tRNALeu(UUR), a mismatch between nt 31 and 39 at the
bottom of the anticodon stem may shorten the stem
and enlarge the loop+
Size of the D- and T-loops
Variability of D-loop size is well known in classical tRNAs+
However, whereas a typical D-loop size in classical
tRNAs is 8–10 nt (Sprinzl et al+, 1998), the average
and most frequently encountered D-loop size in mam-
malian mt tRNAs is 5 nt (Fig+ 3A)+ Noteworthy here
in the case of mammalian mt tRNAs is not only the
large variability in size from one tRNA family to another,
but also the large variability within a given family
(Fig+ 2)+ Extreme situations are found in the Phe, Gly,
Trp, Val, and Cys families, with sizes ranging from
5 to 11, 5 to 10, 5 to 9, 5 to 9, and 2 to 6 nt, re-
spectively+ Alternatively, there are also families where
the size does not vary or varies only weakly (Ile,
Ser(UCN), Lys, Ala, His, Met, Leu(UUR), and Leu-
(CUN))+ As will be discussed later, invariant large
D-loops in Leu(UUR), Leu(CUN), and to a certain ex-
tent Gln correlate with tertiary interactions between
this loop and the T-loop+
Conservation of T-loop size in canonical tRNAs (7 nt)
is a well-established fact (Sprinzl et al+, 1998)+ This is
not the case for many mt tRNAs+ Although the seven-
membered loops form a large majority, T-loops as small
as 1–2 nt and as large as 10 nt are found (Fig+ 3A)+ As
is the case for D-loops, variability in T-loop sizes is
taking place within specific families as well as between
the different families+
It must be noted that there is no apparent correlation
between D- and T-loop sizes within tRNAs of the same
family, neither at the level of the mean size nor at that
of the variability in size+
Stability of secondary interactions
As seen in Figure 2 and summarized in Table 2, certain
secondary interactions in each of the 22 tRNA families
studied here tolerate either G-T (or T-G) base pairs or
mismatches in parallel to classical Watson–Crick pairs+
Within a total of 14,197 base pairs analyzed, 908 (6+4%)
correspond to G-T pairs and 717 (5%) to mismatches
(Table 2)+ “Light” tRNAs, that is, those transcribed from
the heavy-strand mitochondrial DNA, are globally poor
in G-T (2+1%) and rich in mismatches (6+2%), whereas
the “heavy” tRNAs are G-T rich (13+6%) and poor in
mismatches (3%)+ This analysis also takes into ac-
count those G-T pairs and mismatches localized at the
end of the D- and T-stems, which actually may be dis-
rupted in the secondary structures+ This is typically the
case for tRNALeu(UUR), tRNATrp, and tRNAGly, which are
richer in G-T pairs than the average light tRNAs or for
tRNATyr, tRNACys, and tRNAAsn, which typically must
have an opened mismatch at the end of these stems
because of the very short sizes of the neighboring loops+
Thus, the ratio between G-T and mismatches in each
family might even be more pronounced+ This distribu-
tion is typically linked to the nucleotide composition of
each of the mitochondrial DNA strands [about 32% A,
30% C, 13% G, and 25% T for the light strand in mam-
malian mt DNA (Anderson et al+, 1981; Boore, 1999,
and references therein)]+ Although the nucleotide com-
position of tRNA genes deviates somehow from these
values (analysis of three heavy tRNAs, i+e+, Ile, His, and
Phe, leads to 12+9–17+3% G residues and analysis of
three light tRNAs, i+e+, Gln, Cys, and Tyr leads to 12+4–
19+4% C residues), the G-richness or G-poverty is main-
tained and fits with the fact that G-rich sequences allow
for higher numbers of G-T base pairs than G-poor
sequences+
Analysis of the distribution of G-T pairs and mis-
matches within the four domains of the complete set of
analyzed tRNAs reveals further interesting features+
Figure 3B summarizes the distribution along the two
main domains of the potential L-shaped three-
dimensional structure of the tRNAs, namely the accep-
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FIGURE 3. A: Statistical distribution of D- and T-loop sizes in 648 sequences (all except tRNASer(AGY))+ B: Number and
statistical distribution of G-T base pairs and mismatches along the acceptor branch and the anticodon branch of the same
tRNAs+ The two panels on the left summarize the situation in all tRNAs, the two central panels describe the case of the heavy
tRNAs (401 sequences) and the two panels on the right describe the case of the light tRNAs (247 sequences)+ The gray
part of the histograms highlights mismatches and the doted parts correspond to G-T pairs+ The two branches of the tRNAs
are represented by the names of their base pairs+ Thus, the acceptor branch contains 12 bp numbered from bp 53–61 to
bp 1–72 neighboring the T-loop and the CCA terminus, respectively+ The anticodon branch is formed of 9 bp numbered
13–22 to 31–39 and ranging from the D-loop down to the anticodon loop (see Fig+ 1)+
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tor branch (stacking of the acceptor stem and the
T-stem) and along the anticodon branch (stacking of
the D-stem on the anticodon stem)+ When considering
the whole set of tRNAs (total tRNAs), G-T and mis-
matches appear at any position, except at the level of
bp 12–23 and 11–24 in the D-stem+ The almost perfect
conservation of stable Watson–Crick pairs at these two
positions can be considered as the most conserved
secondary structure interactions of mammalian mt
tRNAs and suggests their great importance in the archi-
tecture of these tRNAs+ In contrast, bp 53–61 and 13–22
are the positions most often occupied by noncanonical
interactions, which reflects again the possibility of short-
ening of the stems and enlargement of the D- and
T-loops in the corresponding tRNAs+ Distribution of the
tRNA according to their genomic origin illustrates the
G-T richness of the heavy tRNAs, and the richness in
mismatches of the light tRNAs+ Interestingly, whereas
in light tRNAs, bp 7–66 and 1–72 are those with the
least deviations from Watson–Crick pairs, the corre-
sponding pairs in the heavy tRNAs, and especially bp
1–72, are much more prone to G-T pairs+ In the anti-
codon branch, the main difference between light and
heavy tRNAs is at positions 10–25, where G-T pairs
are often seen in heavy tRNAs+ G10–T25 base pairs
are not unusual in classical tRNAs either, and have
been structurally characterized by crystallography of
yeast tRNAAsp, where they were shown to participate in
base triples involving nucleotides in the variable loop
(Westhof et al+, 1985)+ The G10–U25 in this tRNA was
shown to be important for aminoacylation identity, prob-
ably for structural reasons (Pütz et al+, 1991)+
Finally, detailed analysis of the location of mismatches
in the individual 22 tRNA families (Fig+ 2) reveals that,
although these non-Watson–Crick interactions are rather
spread out in the secondary structures of most tRNA
families, they are highly concentrated to unique posi-
tions in the middle of domains in others, including Phe,
Met, Ser(AGY), Leu(CUN), and Gln+ Most of the spread
out mismatches are of a random nature, suggesting
that they do not fulfill any specific function, but, be-
cause of the absence of selective pressure, they are
allowed to accumulate+ In contrast, those restricted to
selected positions, as for example those present in the
acceptor domain of tRNAMet, are highly conserved also
at the level of the primary sequence and must have
been retained by evolution and be of structural and/or
functional importance+ The same holds true for the G-T
base pairs+ To be noted are the two G-T pairs in the
T-stem of tRNASer(UCN), which may form a specific sig-
nal, selected and conserved during evolution+
Search for tertiary features
The three-dimensional typical L-shaped structure of clas-
sical tRNAs is based on a set of nine long-range ter-
tiary interactions, mainly between conserved or
semiconserved nucleotides, and on the presence of
conserved nucleotides at strategic positions, leading to
local structural information (Fig+ 1)+ Anticodon loop nu-
cleotides U33, Y32, and R37 and base pair G53–C61
at the end of the T-stem belong to the latter nucleo-
tides+ Thus, U33 confers a turn to the phosphodiester
backbone, the so-called “U-turn,” and induces a typical
structure in the anticodon loop+ Long-range interactions
take place between residues U8–A14–A21, 9–23–12,
25–10–45, 13–22–46, R15–Y48, G18–Y55, G19–C56,
26–44, and T54–A58 (Fig+ 1)+
tRNASer(AGY) and tRNASer(UCN)
As mentioned above, both serine isoacceptor tRNAs
from mammalian mitochondria have unusual second-
ary structures+ The present analysis shows that this is
the case in the 31 mammalian genes compared here+
Thus, all tRNASer(AGY) lack the complete D-arm and all
tRNASer(UCN) are missing a single nucleotide in the con-
nector between the acceptor and the D-arm+ The three-
TABLE 2+ Base pairing within the different mammalian mitochon-
drial tRNA families+
Total
base
pairs Watson–Crick G-T Mismatches
Light tRNAs
Phe 651 570 6 75
Val 651 590 8 53
Leu(UUR) 651 585 33 33
Ile 651 612 1 38
Met 651 559 0 92
Trp 651 585 33 33
Asp 651 617 18 16
Lys 609 585 12 12
Gly 651 603 38 10
Arg 651 621 11 19
His 651 619 13 19
Ser(AGY) 558 494 5 59
Leu(CUN) 651 618 4 29
Thr 651 569 12 70
Total 8979 8227 (91+6%) 194 (2+1%) 558 (6+2%)
Heavy tRNAs
Pro 651 511 138 2
Glu 651 549 99 3
Ser(UCN) 682 571 108 3
Tyr 651 590 30 31
Cys 630 520 80 30
Asn 651 557 57 37
Ala 651 517 112 22
Gln 651 530 90 31
Total 5218 4345 (83+3) 714 (13+6%) 159 (3+0%)
This analysis refers to the 7 bp from the acceptor stems, 4 bp of
the D-stems, 5 bp of the anticodon stems (6 for tRNASerUCN), and
5 bp in the T-stems+ Possible enlargement of loops has not been
taken into account in these statistics+ Light tRNAs are those tran-
scribed from the heavy strand mitochondrial DNA and Heavy tRNAs
are those transcribed from the light strand+
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dimensional structures of tRNASer(AGY) have been
investigated in the case of bovine and human (Ueda
et al+, 1983; Hayashi et al+, 1997b), and that of
tRNASer(UCN) in the case of bovine (Watanabe et al+,
1994a; Hayashi et al+, 1998)+ According to our compi-
lation, all mammalian tRNASer(AGY) on one hand, and all
tRNASer(UCN) on the other hand, do fold into similar three-
dimensional structures+ From the fact that they function
in the same protein-synthesizing environment, one can
infer that they possess similar overall structures+ Es-
pecially interesting in this regard is their recognition by
a single mt seryl-tRNA synthetase (Ueda et al+, 1992;
Hayashi et al+, 1998)+
Tertiary features in “classical” mitochondrial tRNAs
The presence of structurally important nucleotides and
the possibility of forming “classical” tertiary interactions
have been investigated in the 20 mammalian mt tRNA
families sharing a classical cloverleaf+ Interestingly, res-
idue T33 in the anticodon loop is fully conserved in all
tRNA families, with the noticeable exception of two
valine-specific tRNAs and the complete methionine fam-
ily, which presents a strictly conserved C33+ Interest-
ingly, the few classical tRNAs with C33 instead of U33
are initiator tRNAs (Sprinzl et al+, 1998)+ Also valylat-
able viral tRNA-like structures, not involved in protein
synthesis, typically lack a U33 (Florentz & Giegé, 1995)+
In all 20 families, R37 and Y32 are most often present+
In summary, the great majority of tRNAs do have an
anticodon loop with a classical structure, with the no-
ticeable exception of the tRNAs specific for methionine+
Figure 2 and Table 3 highlight potential tertiary inter-
actions in each family+ Interestingly, these interactions
are rather numerous in most families+ The triples 25–
10–45 and 9–23–12 as well as interaction 26–44 can
be formed everywhere with combinations of primary
sequences found in canonical tRNAs (Giegé et al+,
1993)+ Also, the triple T8–A14–A21 is often found, with
only one clear exception (tRNACys) and two likely ex-
ceptions, namely tRNALys and tRNATyr, where the D-loop
may be too small and may not allow for these inter-
actions+ The last type of triple interaction, 13–22–46, is
possible in 14 families but is likely to be excluded in
those tRNAs where there is a mismatch between res-
idues 13 and 22 (see above)+
Other long-range interactions involving specific nu-
cleotides from the D- and T-loops (G18–Y55, G19–
C56, and T54–A58) are typically not present in
mammalian mt tRNAs+ Only in tRNALeu(UUR) and tRNAGln
do these three interactions exist+ For tRNALeu(CUN), both
loops are remarkably well conserved in size and rather
well conserved in sequence+ The T-loop has conserved
T54, G55, C56, and A58 (only Myoxus glis has a
T54GAAACT60 T-loop with A56 instead of C56),
whereas the D-loop has fully conserved A18 and G19+
TABLE 3+ Potential tertiary interactions in typical mammalian mitochondrial tRNAs+
tRNA 18–55 19–56 (8–14)–21 9–(23–12) 15–48 (25–10)–45 (13–22)–46 26–44 54–58
Light tRNAs
Phe — — TA-A A-AT AT CG-G TA-A AA —
Val — — TA-A A-AT AT CG-G TA-A AA —
Leu(UUR) GT GC TA-A G-TA GC CG-A GT-N AT TA
Ile — — TA-A G-AT — AT-T mism GA TA
Met — — TA-A C-GC AT TA-A TA-A AA T54A57
Trp — — TA-A A-AT AC CG-A TG-G AA —
Asp — — TA-A A-TA AT CG-A AT-T AA —
Lys — — AA-T A-AT — CG-G TA-A AA —
Gly — — TN-A A-TA — CG-A TG-G AT —
Arg — — TA-A A-AT AT CG-G TA-A AA —
His — — TA-A A-AT AT CG-A TA-A AN —
Ser(AGY) — — — — — — — — —
Leu(CUN) AG GC AA-T A-TA — CG-A TA-A AA TA
Thr — — TA-A A-TA — CG-A mism NA —
Heavy tRNAs
Pro — — TA-A A-AT AT TG-G TG-G NA —
Glu — — TA-A A-AT AT CG-G GC-G GT T54A57
Ser(UCN) GT GC — A-AT — GC-T — GT TA
Tyr — — TA G-AT — CG-G mism AA T54A57
Cys — — — G-CG — TG-G — NA —
Asn GN AN AG-A A-GC TC TG-T mism NN —
Ala — — TA-A A-AT AT TG-G TA-A GT —
Gln GT GC TA-A G-CG AN CG-G TG-G GA TA
Tertiary interactions present in canonical tRNAs have been sought+ Sequences in italic highlight nonclassical cases, that is, those not found
in canonical tRNAs (Giegé et al+, 1993)+ N stands for any nucleotide and mism for the presence of a mismatch instead of a base pair+
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Thus interactions T54–A58 and G19–C56 can take
place+ The strict covariation between A18 and G55 in-
dicates a new type of tertiary D-loop/T-loop interaction
in this tRNA family+ A related type of D-loop-T-loop in-
teraction might be present in mt tRNAAsn+ The D-loop is
much larger than the average five-membered one, as
in the leucine and glutamine tRNAs, and there is also a
predominant, even though not strictly conserved purine–
purine G18A19 motif+ A T-loop of 7 nt is clearly pre-
dominant, but not conserved as in the other cases+ In
tRNAIle, only the interaction T54–A58 is present+ In three
additional tRNA families (Met, Glu, and Tyr), this inter-
action could be substituted by a T54–A57 interaction+
The search for alternative D-loop/T-loop interactions
in the remaining tRNA families was rather difficult be-
cause of the large variability in size and sequences of
these loops+ A statistical analysis of nucleotide compo-
sition of both loops (Table 4) did not find typical covari-
ations+ However, it did highlight typical features for both
light and heavy tRNAs+ Indeed, all light tRNAs have a
large deficit in G residues both in their D- and T-loops
(with the exception of both tRNALeu)+ The percentage
of G is at most 5+7%, and thus much lower than the
global G content of mt DNA light strands (;13%) and
than tRNA genes (12%–17%)+ Thus, the poverty in G
of both loops is a typical signature of light tRNAs+
Similarly, heavy tRNAs have D-loops that are very poor
in C residues (,5+8%)+
Summarizing the analysis of potential tertiary fea-
tures, it appears that only three or four mammalian mt
tRNA families have the possibility of folding into a three-
dimensional structure according to the same structural
rules as classical tRNAs+ These are the Leu(UUR),
Leu(CUN), Gln, and possibly Asn families+ The
tRNASer(UCN) family has similar rules+ For all other fam-
ilies (with the exception of Ser(AGY)), classical tertiary
interactions are possible only within the core of the
tRNAs, excluding D- and T-loop interactions+ In seven
tRNA families (Trp, Gly, Thr, Ile, Tyr, Lys, and Cys), it
was only possible to find tertiary interactions within the
central part of the tRNA cloverleaves+ Thus, the corre-
sponding tRNAs either have weaker tertiary structures
or are folded on the basis of alternative interactions+
Figure 4 summarizes the various situations and high-
lights the presence of a minimal set of three tertiary
interactions present in all tRNA families, namely be-
tween nt 23–12–46, 25–10–45, and 26–44, as well as
the presence of a strongly conserved Watson–Crick
secondary interaction between nt 24 and 11+ The stack-
ing of these four sets of base combinations likely rep-
resents the minimal level of tertiary information required
for functional activity of the mammalian mt tRNAs+
TABLE 4+ Statistical analysis of D- and T-loops in mammalian mitochondrial tRNAs+
Loop size Nucleotide content (%)
D-loop T-loop D-loop T-loop
tRNA (average and limits) A C G T A C G T
Light tRNAs
Phe 9 (5–11) 5 (2–7) 51+1 26+4 1.6 21+9 32+3 32+3 5.9 29+4
Val 5–6 (5–9) 5 (3–6) 64+8 18+1 1.7 15+4 43+5 25+1 5 26+4
Leu(UUR) 10 (9–10) 7 34+6 25 30+4 9+9 34+5 20+3 0.5 44+7
Ile 4 7 (6–8) 74+2 13+7 0.8 11+3 40+1 18+9 3.7 37+3
Met 5 (5–6) 7 (6–7) 75+1 5+7 0.6 18+5 32 16+3 0 51+7
Trp 5–6 (5–9) 5 (4–6) 62+5 24+6 2.1 10+7 52 18+9 4.1 25
Asp 5 (3–6) 7 (5–7) 71+3 17+8 0.8 11+6 44+2 16+5 7.5 29+6
Lys 3 (1–3) 7 (4–10) 44+3 20 5.7 30 39+5 30+2 5.1 25+1
Gly 5–6 (5–10) 6 (6–7) 59 14+2 3.9 22+7 44+3 21+8 3.6 30+2
Arg 6 (5–7) 6 (3–7) 70+5 19+8 2.8 6+8 37+9 16+8 3 42
His 5 (4–5) 7 (5–9) 76 17+6 1.4 4+5 42 28 4.1 25
Ser(AGY) — 8 (7–9) — — — — 50+6 22+4 3.8 23+1
Leu(CUN) 7 (5–8) 7 42+3 10 25+7 22 29+5 27+1 14+3 29
Thr 7 (5–8) 7 (1–9) 66+6 11+3 3.9 18 39+3 33+8 5.5 21+3
Heavy tRNAs
Pro 5 (4–7) 5 (3–9) 61+5 0.6 9.7 28 32+4 2.7 26+4 38+5
Glu 5 (4–6) 7 (6–7) 70+9 0 5.2 23+9 28+1 1.4 19+2 51+2
Ser(UCN) 5 7 (6–7) 16+8 5.8 54 42+5 15+7 15+7 12+5 56
Tyr 3 (3–6) 7 (5–7) 41 0.9 30+3 27+6 33+5 10+5 27+3 28+6
Cys 3 (2–6) 6 (5–8) 38+2 1.9 6.9 52+9 35+7 19+2 7.1 35+7
Asn 8 (6–9) 7 (6–9) 25+1 4.8 25+1 44+9 32+3 2+2 30 35+4
Ala 5 (5–6) 7 (5–9) 62+8 0 1+9 35+2 34+9 1.4 32+5 34+9
Gln 8–9 (7–10) 7 56+5 2.2 10+3 30+9 21+6 15+2 10+5 52+3
This analysis compiles 679 tRNA sequences+ Striking values are given in bold, exceptions to these are underlined+
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Conservation of primary structure
Mammalian mitochondrial tRNA families include
a large range of primary sequence variations
Although the cytosolic tRNAs among mammals are al-
most completely identical [e+g+, tRNALys3 is identical
down to the modified nucleotides among human, bo-
vine, rabbit, and rat (G+ Keith, pers+ comm+)], no pair of
identical mt tRNAs could be found in our set of 679 mt
tRNA genes+ This illustrates that primary sequences
are not well conserved+ However, the present vertical
alignments detected many more conserved elements
than did the previous horizontal alignments, and in-
deed, in each tRNA family (Fig+ 2), a number of strictly
conserved nucleotides can be found+ Strong conser-
vation is found not only at individual positions, but also
over large structural domains in some tRNAs+
The most striking case concerns the methionine
tRNAs, which have the largest number of nucleotides
FIGURE 4. Potential tertiary interactions in mammalian mt tRNA families, highlighted on three-dimensional L-shaped
structures+ The case of the two tRNASer families, whose structures have been established experimentally (see text for
references), are not shown+ Families have been classified according to the number of tertiary interactions potentially
present+ Nucleotides are represented by lines and the corresponding numbering in canonical tRNAs (Sprinzl et al+, 1998)+
Nucleotides involved in tertiary interactions are in bold lines+ Only four families (Leu(UUR), Leu(CUN), Gln, and Asn) have
the full set of the nine interactions found in canonical tRNAs+ All other families are missing some of the nine interactions and,
in particular, those between nucleotides in the D- and T-loops+ Thus, only the anticodon branch of the L is shown for these
families+
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fully conserved over the 31 mammalian species+ Also,
the isoleucine and the two leucine families have a large
number of strictly conserved nucleotides all over their
structures+ Most tRNA families show high conservation
within individual domains of the secondary structure+
Thus, often, the D-stem nucleotides, anticodon loop,
and anticodon stem nucleotides are fully conserved, or
alternatively, the T-stem nucleotides are strictly con-
served+ At the other end of the scale, aspartic acid-
specific tRNAs share the lowest number of conserved
nucleotides+
A less stringent analysis (Fig+ 2, right panels) con-
sidering not only fully conserved nucleotides but also
semiconserved elements (i+e+, purines or pyrimidines)
shows relatively little deviation from one tRNA to an-
other inside each family+ At most, 35% of the individual
positions (excluding the D- and T-loops) are neither
conserved nor semiconserved in the worst cases (Phe,
Val, and Thr families)+ This level falls below 10% for the
Ile, Leu(CUN), Pro, and Tyr families and to 1+7% for the
Met family+
The specific case of tRNAMet
The outstanding level of primary sequence conserva-
tion within the methionine tRNAs, and as a conse-
quence, the high conservation in secondary and tertiary
structures of these tRNAs, make the tRNAMet family a
unique case+ Interestingly, there is only one type of
tRNAMet encoded in the mammalian mt DNAs, so that
a single molecule has to serve both as initiator and
elongator tRNA+ Thus, apart from being methionylated
by methionyl-tRNA synthetase, this single tRNA must
on one hand, be recognized by translation initiation
factors and the mt methionyl-tRNA transformylase, and
be able to read start codons of the mt mRNAs, and, on
the other hand, the unformylated methionyl-tRNA must
be specifically recognized by the elongation complex
and be able to decode elongation codons+ This need
for a relatively high number of different interactions un-
dergone by mt tRNAMet, as compared to the other mt
tRNAs, is likely the reason for their high degree of con-
servation+ Each interaction with a specific protein would
require different conserved features+ The two con-
served T50–T64 and Y51–N63 mismatches in the
T-stem and a A5–R68 mismatch in the acceptor stem
are features that have so far not been identified in any
other tRNA, and are therefore prime candidates as sig-
nals for recognition (or against recognition) by either of
the above mentioned proteins+
Among the different deviations from the universal ge-
netic code found in mitochondria (Watanabe & Osawa,
1995) is the AUA codon, otherwise assigned to isoleu-
cine, which has been taken over by methionine+A unique
posttranscriptional modification of C34 has been iden-
tified as 5-formylcytidine and is thought to be respon-
sible for the unique decoding properties (Moriya et al+,
1994; Takemoto et al+, 1995)+ Because the mammalian
initiation and elongation factors (Ma & Spremulli, 1995;
Zhang & Spremulli, 1998) and the mt methionyl-tRNA
transformylase (Takeuchi et al+, 1998) are known, the
MetRS seems to be the only missing piece to solve
these highly interesting mechanisms+
General functional implications
Conserved or semiconserved nucleotides between
tRNAs of a same specificity but within different mam-
malian species, may not only be involved in the estab-
lishment of structural characteristics (as discussed
above), but also in specific recognition by molecular
partners+ Whereas all tRNAs have to interact in a non-
specific way with a large series of proteins, including
maturation enzymes (i+e+, RNAseP and tRNA-nucleo-
tidyltransferase), some posttranscriptional modification
enzymes, elongation factor, and ribosomal proteins,
each is also specifically recognized by several enzymes+
These include, of course, the cognate aminoacyl-tRNA
synthetase that catalyzes the precise charging with the
cognate amino acid, but also very specific posttran-
scriptional modification enzymes+
Not much is presently known about posttranscrip-
tional modifications occurring in mammalian mt tRNAs,
or about signals within canonical tRNAs, necessary for
specific recognition by the corresponding enzymes
(Grosjean & Benne, 1998)+ In contrast, aminoacyla-
tion identity elements (i+e+, the set of nucleotides and
structural features within tRNAs) required for specific
recognition and aminoacylation by the cognate amino-
acyl-tRNA synthetase are well defined for a large se-
ries of classical tRNAs (reviewed in McClain, 1995;
Giegé et al+, 1998)+ Identity sets for all 20 Escherichia
coli specificities as well as for a number of other pro-
karyotic and even some mitochondrial systems are es-
tablished+ They are mainly composed of a limited
number of nucleotides concentrated in the anticodon
domain and the end of the acceptor stem, next to the
CCA 39 terminus+ These sets are rather conserved in
evolution (McClain, 1995; Giegé et al+, 1998)+
Aminoacylation identity elements for mammalian mt
tRNAs are only known for tRNAAsp/Gly (Börner et al+,
1996) and tRNASer (Ueda et al+, 1992)+ On the basis of
(1) the endosymbiotic hypothesis of the origin of mito-
chondria, (2) conservation of major identity elements
over various kingdoms, and (3) the ability of mt
aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases to aminoacylate E. coli
tRNAs (Kumazawa et al+, 1991), it was tempting to
search for potential identity elements within the differ-
ent tRNA families analyzed here+ Table 5 recalls the
E. coli identity sets (according to Giegé et al+, 1998)
and lists the corresponding elements present in the
typical tRNA sequences for the 20 different aminoacy-
lation specificities in mammalian mitochondria+ Inter-
estingly, in two systems (Tyr and Asn), all elements of
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E. coli tRNAs necessary for specific aminoacylation by
the E. coli tyrosyl- and asparaginyl-tRNA synthetases,
respectively, are present in the mitochondrial tRNAs+ In
most of the other cases, at least some elements are
present+ Within those, the discriminator base (residue
73) that is an identity element in 18 E. coli systems is
highly conserved (and of identical nature as in E. coli )
in 12 mt systems+
A number of other E. coli identity elements are found
in the corresponding mitochondrial systems investi-
gated here+ Noteworthy are the anticodon triplets in
tRNATrp different from E. coli and from mitochondria+
For this system, potential identity elements within the
anticodon triplet will be different in the two kingdoms+
Another striking case concerns the alanine systems+ A
G-U base pair at nt 3–70 was shown to be the major
identity element for alanylation in all known tRNAAla
sequences from prokaryotes, archae, eukaryote cyto-
plasm, chloroplasts, and plant mitochondria (Chihade
et al+, 1998; Sprinzl et al+, 1998)+ This is in combination
with minor elements in the acceptor stem, namely
G1–C72, G2–C71, and the discriminator base A73+ In-
terestingly, the mt alanyl-tRNA synthetase from Caenor-
habditis elegans has been cloned and its specificity
examined (Chihade et al+, 1998) and it was shown that
the G3–U70 pair is retained as a positive identity sig-
nal, whereas the other elements are not conserved in
nematodes+ In mammalia the situation seems different,
because tRNAAla have a G3–C70 base pair, with the
one exception of the platypus, Ornithorhyncus anati-
nus. One sequence (the opossum Didelphus virginiae)
completely lacks any G-T pair in the acceptor stem+
This is even more striking, because there is an average
of four G-T base pairs in the secondary structure of
tRNAAla, one of which is situated in the acceptor stem+
Considering that other mammalian mt tRNAs (Glu,
Cys, and Pro) show a similar content of G-T pairs,
both in frequency and in position, the recognition by
mammalian mt alanyl-tRNA synthetase seems to rely
on different mechanisms, provided the G-T pair is not
reestablished by an editing event+ Interesting in this
regard is the occurrence of T27–T43 in ;20% of the
sequences+ This mismatched base pair has been shown
to partially restore alanyl-acceptance in an E. coli
tRNAAla that lacks the major identity determinant G3–
U70 (Hou & Schimmel, 1992)+
The presence of some conserved identity elements
between E. coli and mammalian mt tRNAs should only
be considered as a starting point in the search of mi-
tochondrial identity sets+ Indeed, additional features such
as other nucleotides, the different overall structural flex-
ibility of the mt tRNAs due to the absence of D/T loop
interactions, or variations in posttranscriptional modifi-
cation patterns may contribute as well+ Such variations
may explain why E. coli aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases
are unable to charge mt tRNAs (Kumazawa et al+, 1991)+
TABLE 5+ Search for the presence of E. coli tRNA aminoacylation identity elements in mammalian mitochondrial tRNAs+
tRNA Acceptor stem Anticodon loop Other domains
Phe A73 G34, A35, A36 G27:C43, G28:C42, U20, G44,
U45, U59, U60
Val A73, G3:C70, U4:A69 A35, C36 —
Leu A73 — U8–A14
Ile A73, C4:G69 G34, A35, U36, A37, A38 U12:A23, C29–G41
Met* A73, (G2:C71, C3:G70)
U4:A69, A5:U68
C34, A35, U36, (C32, U33, A37) —
Trp G73, A1:U72, G2:C71, G3:C70 C34, C35, A36 —
Asp G73, G2:C71 G34, U35, C36, C38 G10
Lys A73 U34, U35, U36 —
Gly U73, G1:C72, C2:G71, G3:C70 C35, C36 —
Arg — C35, G36 A20
His G–1, C73 — —
Ser G73, C72, G2:C71, A3:U70, R4–Y69 — C11:G24, variable loop
Thr G1:C72, C2:G71 G34, G35, U36 —
Pro A73, G72 G35, G36 G15:C48
Glu G1:C72, U2:A71 U34, U35, A37 U11–A24, U13:G22:A46, D47
Tyr A73 U35 —
Cys U73, G2:C71, C3:G70 G34, C35, A36 G15:G48, A13:A22
Asn G73 G34, U35, U36 —
Ala A73, G2:C71, G3:U70, G4:C69 — G20
Gln G73, U1:A72, G2:C71, G3:C70 Y34, U35, G36, A37, U38 G10
E. coli identity elements are as described in Giegé et al+ (1998)+ The corresponding nucleotides present in the consensus
mt tRNAs (Fig+ 2) are indicated in bold and underlined+ tRNAs are listed as in mt genomes, except that isoacceptors for
tRNALeu and tRNASer have been omitted+
*Nucleotides in parentheses are those additionally required in initiator tRNAMet+ U4:A69, A5:U68 are specific elements in
elongator tRNAMet+
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CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
The large number of recently published genomic se-
quences of mammalian mt tRNAs has enabled us to
perform a vertical alignment of 679 sequences broken
down into 20 families according to different amino acid
specificity, and subsequently into two subfamilies in the
case of tRNALeu and tRNASer isoacceptors, according
to codon recognition properties+ The sequence pool,
delimited on 31 fully sequenced mammalian mt ge-
nomes, was suitable for such alignment (only 3 se-
quences out of 682 have not been considered because
of large structural deviations) and is rich in information+
Not only did it define typical sequence and structural
features for each of the 22 tRNA families, but it also
allowed for an enlarged horizontal comparison of the
different families and, as an outcome, for the delinea-
tion of a range of variability in structural features of
mammalian mt tRNAs+
Characteristic patterns for each tRNA family include
conservation, semiconservation, or nonconservation of
nucleotides at each position within the secondary struc-
ture (except for parts of the D- and T-loops), conser-
vation of secondary structural features and of potential
tertiary interactions, distribution of noncanonical G-T
pairs and mismatches, and a degree of variability in D-
and T-loops sizes+ As a general outcome the following
conclusions can be drawn+
Secondary structures
1+ Each tRNA family is made up of individual tRNAs
sharing basically the same secondary structure (e+g+,
all tRNASer(AGY) are missing the D-domain, all
tRNASer(UCN) are missing residue 8, all other tRNAs
have a canonical global cloverleaf structure with size
variations restricted to the D- and T-domains)+
2+ Within the same family, the size of D- and T-loops
can vary to large extents (some families having rather
conserved sizes, some having extremely large vari-
ations); concomitantly, the first neighboring base pair
in the D- and T-stem may become disrupted and
thus, the stems shortened+
3+ Light tRNAs (transcribed from the DNA heavy strand)
are rich in mismatches and poor in G-T pairs,
whereas heavy tRNAs (transcribed from the DNA
light chains) are G-T rich, and poor in mismatches+
Tertiary structures
4+ Only four families, namely Leu(UUR), Leu(CUN),
Glu, and Asn, have strong conservation of all po-
tential classical tertiary interactions, including inter-
action between the D- and T-loops; the Ser(UCN)
family does not have the core interactions but has
D/T loop interactions+
5+ Most families have only a few of the classical ter-
tiary interactions conserved, excluding the D-/T-
loop interactions, all having at least a basic set of
interactions between the D-stem and the variable
region allowing a central structural core to form+
Primary sequences
6+ The degree of conservation of primary sequences
varies over a large range for each family, from very
strongly conserved (Met, Leu(UUR), Leu(CUN), and
Ile) to very poorly conserved (Asn)+
7+ Light tRNAs have D- and T-loops that are very low
in G content (with the exception of the two tRNALeu);
heavy tRNAs have D-loops which are very low in C
residues+
8+ The Val, Met, Leu(CUN), Pro, Ser, and Gln families
have conserved mismatches or G-T pairs at specific
sites, which might be recognition signals for molec-
ular partners+
9+ Overlap with E. coli aminoacylation identity ele-
ments designates the discriminator base (nt 73) and
anticodon triplet as most likely identity positions+
In conclusion, with the exception of tRNASer(AGY), mam-
malian mt tRNAs do share a number of typical struc-
tural secondary and tertiary features of canonical
tRNAs+ tRNALeu(UUR), tRNALeu(CUN), and tRNAGln are very
close to classical tRNAs, sharing not only typical sec-
ondary structural features, but also all the canonical
tertiary interactions+ tRNAMet and tRNAIle are those
tRNAs with the most impressive primary structure con-
servation+ For these tRNAs, secondary and tertiary
structures are also very much conserved, but incom-
plete with regard to classical tRNAs+ Interestingly, these
most conserved tRNA genes are clustered in the mt
DNA+
Mitochondrial genomes are subject to an extremely
high genetic drift+ Indeed, the mutation rate for mt DNA
is 5- to 100-fold higher than in nuclear DNA (see, e+g+,
Horai et al+, 1992; Allen & Raven 1996; Pesole et al+,
1999)+ Different structural, functional, and regulatory
constraints apply to each individual tRNA gene, to as-
certain efficient translation of the genome+ Mitochon-
drial DNA shows two apparent evolutionary drifts,
namely a tendency to economics and an enrichment of
G and T nucleotides in the heavy strand, and corre-
spondingly of C and A nucleotides in the light strand+ At
the level of tRNA genes, mutations at individual nucle-
otides will only be tolerated if they do not lead to loss of
structural or functional information, or loss of inter-
action with partners even at the level of the gene (such
as the mt transcription termination factor mTERF, which
binds to the tRNALeu(UUR) gene)+ The results of our com-
pilation delineating conserved and nonconserved fea-
tures in each tRNA family discriminate the interplay
between the two opposed evolutionary trends+ The more
conserved the tRNA, the more restrictions apply+ D-
and T-loops are the places where the evolutionary drift
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is allowed to occur+ The sizes of the loops varies with a
tendency to small loops and the sequence is biased
towards a pronounced low G content in light tRNAs
and a low C content in heavy tRNAs+ These parts of
tRNA genes may be the sole domains within the com-
plete mt genomes where evolutionary constraints do
not apply, the rest of the genome having stronger re-
strictions such as codon maintenance+ Point mutations
within the human mt tRNA gene, correlated to various
pathologies, likely affect positions of either structural or
functional (or both) importance for the tRNA metabolic
fate+ The present mammalian tRNA structural data-
base, to be updated at regular intervals on the web site
http://mamit-tRNA+u-strasbg+fr, is expected to serve as
an initial insight towards the understanding of the mo-
lecular mechanisms underlying the different pathologies+
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Assembly and composition of the
sequence pools for vertical alignment
Thirty-one complete mammalian mt genomes have been re-
trieved from the European Molecular Biology Laboratory nu-
cleotide sequence databank (Boore, 1999; Stoesser et al+,
1999) and the 22 tRNA genes extracted and compiled+ Table 1
gives the list of the compiled genomes+ It has to be pointed
out that the information contained in these genomes is some-
what biased because the sequences are not equally distrib-
uted among the different orders of mammals+ Thus, the set
contains 7 closely related hominoid genomes, 2 types of rhi-
noceros, whales, and seals, and only 1 type of the 19 other
animal orders+
The sequences of the 22 different tRNA species have been
aligned primarily on the basis of their anticodon triplet nucle-
otides, and adjusted manually for the other domains after
visual inspection+ This was of particular importance because
the genes showed a large variability in length of their D- and
T-loops+ Three tRNA sequences have been removed from
the compilation because of very large variations in regard to
the other sequences+ This was the case for the cystein-
specific tRNA from Dasypus novemcinctus (nine-banded ar-
madillo), which, in contrast to the 30 other tRNACys
investigated, is missing the D-stem and loop and has instead
a D-replacement loop, which is similar to mt tRNACys from
many reptiles (Macey et al+, 1997)+ The second and third
exceptions concern tRNALys from D. virginiae (oppossum)
and from Macropus robustus (wallaroo), which do not allow
for a reasonable secondary tRNA-fold and might be pseudo-
genes (Janke et al+, 1994, 1997)+ Thus, a total of 679 genes
have been analyzed+ Additional mammalian mitochondrial
tRNA sequences available in the databases have not been
taken into account here, to ensure an equivalent represen-
tation of tRNAs from each specificity in our analysis+
Sequence comparisons within
each of the 22 tRNA families
Sequence comparison of the 31 sequences in each tRNA
family (with the exceptions mentioned above, i+e+, 30 in the
tRNACys family, and 29 in the tRNALys family) needed manual
analysis so as to overcome large size variability, especially in
the D- and T-regions+ This variability was already observed
by many authors during mt genome sequencing (see refer-
ences in Boore, 1999)+ Once this problem was solved, simple
alignments in the acceptor stems, connectors 1 (residues 8
and 9), the D-stems, connectors 2 (residue 26), the anticodon
stems and loops, the variable regions, and the T-stems were
possible+ The CCA 39 end, typical of tRNAs but not encoded
by the mt genes, was not considered here+ In each of the
former domains, most of which are well conserved in size
over the different animal species, a statistical analysis of nu-
cleotide composition at each position was computed, as well
as a statistical analysis of the different types of interactions
within the stems+Thus, for each tRNAfamily, a two-dimensional
array (matrix) was created, consisting of the full sequences
and their individual nucleotides as rows and columns, respec-
tively+ For each position, the whole set of sequences was
systematically scanned and the number of occurrences of
every standard nucleotide of the RNA alphabet (ACGU) stored
in different variables+ By means of setting these results in
relation to the total number of sequences, the nucleotide com-
position at each position was obtained+ Comparing the four
nucleotide percentages according to size led to a detection of
various degrees of conservation and yielded an output de-
picting a direct instruction for the color and character code of
the graphical representation+ Results are summarized in Fig-
ure 2 in the form of “typical” and “consensus” tRNAs for each
amino acid specificity+
Nucleotides are considered typical when present in .50%
of the sequences within a given tRNA family+ Different de-
grees of conservation above 50% (namely 50% , x , 90%,
90% # x , 100%, and x 5 100%) have been calculated, and
conservation within purines or pyrimidines sought+ Second-
ary structure typical features within the stems, that is, typical
Watson–Crick base pairs, G-T pairs, and mismatches, have
been analyzed+ As mentioned above, D- and T-loops show a
large variability in size within most of the tRNA families, so
that detailed information about the loops was difficult to as-
certain and typical nucleotides have been found only rarely+
Limitation in gene sequence analysis
In the present work, gene sequences rather than tRNA se-
quences are compared+ This leads to two types of limitations
in the present analysis+ First, editing events cannot be taken
into account+ Editing has been described in a number of mt
tRNAs including mammalia+ Indeed, a case of C-to-U editing
has been described in the anticodon of the tRNAAsp precur-
sor from marsupials (Janke & Pääbo, 1993; Mörl et al+, 1995;
Börner et al+, 1996) and can be suspected for M. robustus
(Janke et al+, 1997)+ Also, the discriminator base (nucleotide
at position 73) of certain mt tRNAs may be changed in the
processing of overlapping human mt tRNA transcripts (Re-
ichert et al+, 1998)+ In chicken, a G is posttranscriptionally
added to the 59 end of mt tRNAHis, which leaves a similar
possibility open for mammals+ Second, epigenetic phenom-
ena comprise all posttranscriptional base modifications, which
are known to possibly affect structure (Helm et al+, 1998,
1999) and function (Degoul et al+, 1998) of tRNAs, in mito-
chondria more so than in the cytosol (Börner et al+, 1997)+
Only a few sequences at the RNA level have been reported
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so far (Roe et al+, 1981; Roe, 1982; Yokogawa et al+, 1991;
Wakita et al+, 1994; Takemoto et al+, 1995; Mörl et al+, 1995;
Brulé et al+, 1998; Helm et al+, 1998), which does not yet allow
for a general view of patterns of modified nucleotides in mam-
malian mt tRNAs+
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